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ABSTRACT In this paper, we consider a multi-user (MU) radio-frequency (RF) beam training scenario with
user selection. We propose a new beam training scheme that alleviates the latency issue in the conventional
IEEE 802.11ad by adopting a sequential downlink–downlink transmit sector sweep combination. Then,
we analyze the average rate performance of several RF beam training schemes in two different asymptotic
scenarios. In addition, we characterize the performance gain of the proposed method over other schemes. Our
analytic results confirm that the proposed method achieves the average rate performance of the optimal fullsearch method in the asymptotic region with much reduced training overhead. It is shown from the simulation
results that the proposed scheme outperforms the conventional beam training schemes and achieves a 35%
performance gain over the optimal full search scheme when considering the beam training overhead in
practical MU millimeter-wave channel environments. We also confirm that our analytical results match well
with the numerical results.
INDEX TERMS Millimeter wave communication, RF beam training, asymptotic analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

While multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques in
microwave band have been widely studied to improve spectral efficiency and communication reliability [2]–[5], it is
difficult to meet the explosive mobile data rate demands
due to the limited bandwidth in conventional communication
systems. Millimeter wave (mmWave) communication which
exploits large unlicensed spectral resources in high frequency
band is considered as a key technology to obtain high data
rate for next generation wireless communication systems.
An interesting feature of the mmWave system is its significantly short wavelength which enables a large number of
antenna elements in a small form factor [6].
Several works developed beamforming techniques employing the large antenna array to overcome a high path loss
issue and achieve good link quality in mmWave systems.
For example, El Ayach et al. [7] proposed an analog-digital
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hybrid beamforming method using orthogonal matching pursuit to attain near-optimal performance in mmWave systems.
Also, it was shown in [8] that a spatial diversity gain can be
obtained utilizing only radio frequency (RF) beamforming
with a single RF chain for 60 GHz wireless local area network
systems.
However, these approaches require full channel state information (CSI) feedback which is not viable in practical
mmWave systems due to the lack of RF chains. Another
important feature of the mmWave environments is a short
coherence time owing to high carrier frequency. Since the BS
and the user can start data transmission after determining their
RF beam pair, it is essential to train their initial RF beams as
fast as possible within the short coherence time to improve
the system performance.
Recently, a few research efforts have been devoted to
develop efficient RF beam alignment methods. In [9],
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a parallel adaptive beam training protocol was proposed,
which reduces the beam association overhead by exploiting
the multiple RF chains. Alkhateeb et al. [10] suggested a
multi-stage beam searching method which adopts a hierarchical codebook containing several codewords with different beamwidths. The IEEE 802.11ad standard provides a
beam training scheme which sequentially determines the best
beam at the base station (BS) and the user by employing
the sequential downlink-uplink (SDU) transmit sector sweep
combination [11]. However, these methods are dedicated
to single user (SU) beam training systems, and thus they
cannot be directly applied to the multi-user (MU) scenarios. In [12], a full-search method which exhaustively finds
the best sector among the RF beam codewords was investigated for MU multiple-input and single-output (MISO)
mmWave systems. However, this full search scheme may not
be efficient in the MU-MIMO case due to its heavy training
overhead.
In this paper, we propose a new RF beam training method
for the MU-MIMO mmWave systems based on the conventional SDU scheme in [11]. Since the training latency of
the uplink beam training in the SDU method grows with
the number of users, we consider a sequential downlinkdownlink (SDD) transmit sector sweep combination for the
proposed method. To take the beam training latency into
consideration, we define a new performance metric called
effective rate by reflecting the beam training overhead in
the average transmission rate. Then, we demonstrate that the
proposed SDD scheme outperforms the conventional beam
training methods in terms of the effective rate.
To this end, we analyze the average rate performance
of different beam training schemes in two asymptotic scenarios of the MU mmWave systems. First, we consider a
situation where there are infinitely large number of users
as in [13] and [14]. Our asymptotic analysis reveals that
as the number of users grows, the best user who has the
highest effective channel gain experiences a single-path like
mmWave channel. We characterize the average rate performance of various beam training schemes in terms of the MU
gain [14] in the asymptotic region. Second, to identify the MU
gain of various schemes, we further consider a single dominant propagation path channel scenario. We mathematically
prove that the proposed SDD scheme becomes identical to the
optimal full search method in this scenario, which implies that
the proposed scheme has the same MU gain as the optimalfull search scheme.
Based on our analysis, we confirm that the proposed
scheme asymptotically achieves the average rate performance
of the optimal full-search scheme with much reduced training
overhead as the number of users increases. Furthermore,
we characterize the performance gain between the proposed
method and a random beam selection method by evaluating
their MU gains, which was not provided in [1].
Finally, we confirm from numerical results that the
proposed SDD beam selection scheme outperforms the
conventional methods in terms of the effective rate in
48126

practical mmWave channels. The accuracy of the analysis is
also demonstrated by the numerical simulations.
Throughout the paper, the following notations are used.
Uppercase boldface, lowercase boldface, and normal letters
represent matrices, vectors, and scalars, respectively. The
operators E[·], (·)T , and (·)H stand for expectation, transpose,
and conjugate transpose, respectively. Also, |A| indicates the
cardinality of a set A.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

As illustrated in Figure 1, we consider an MU RF beam training scheme in mmWave systems where the BS and K users
are equipped with Nt and Nr antenna elements, respectively.
We assume that the BS and all users employ a single RF
chain due to the high cost issue of the RF circuit in practical
mmWave systems [6]. Thus, in this paper, we restrict our
discussion to the analog RF beamforming. In this case, the BS
can support only one user at a time by an RF beamforming
vector.

FIGURE 1. A block diagram for K user mmWave systems with a single
RF chain.

Then, the RF beamforming vector for the k-th user is
represented by
(Nt ) iT
1 h jµ(1) jµ(2)
fk = √
e k e k · · · ejµk
∈ CNt ×1
Nt

(i)

where µk denotes the analog phase shift applied to the i-th
antenna element at the BS. Similarly, the k-th user applies an
 (1) (2)
(Nr ) T
∈
RF combining vector wk = √1N ejνk ejνk · · · ejνk
(i)

r

CNr ×1 where νk denotes the i-th analog phase shift at the
k-th user.
The received signal at user k can be expressed by
p
H
yk = PBS wH
k Hk fk sk + wk nk ,
where PBS , Hk ∈ CNr ×Nt , sk ∈ C, and nk ∈ CNr ×1 stand
for the transmission power at the BS, the channel matrix
between the BS and the k-th user, the desired message signal
for the k-th user, and the complex Gaussian noise vector with
E|nH
k nk | = N0 , respectively.
It is generally assumed that the mmWave channels contain
only a limited number of propagation paths [15], and therefore we employ a sparse channel model with Lk propagation
VOLUME 6, 2018
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where
h τindicates theiRF beam training latency and Ravg =
E log2 1 + PNBS0 0k ?
is the average rate. In practice,

paths as
s
Hk =

Lk
Nt Nr X
λk,l ar (φk,l )at (θk,l )H ,
Lk

(1)

l=1

where λk,l ∼ CN (0, αk−1 ) is the complex path gain of
the l-th propagation path sorted in a descending order
(|λk,1 | ≥ |λk,2 | ≥ . . . ≥ |λk,Lk |), and ar (φk,l ) and at (θk,l )
indicate the receive and transmit array response vectors corresponding to the l-th propagation path with angle-of-arrival
(AoA) φk,l and angle-of-departure (AoD) θk,l , respectively.
We assume that both the AoA and the AoD are uncorrelated
and uniformly distributed in the coverage
angle,
h
i i.e., φk,l ∈
 −φcover φcover 
−θcover θcover
∀(k, l) and θk,l ∈
∀(k, l) with
2 , 2
2 , 2
0 < φcover ≤ π and 0 < θcover ≤ π , respectively [15]. Under
the assumption of half wavelength spaced antenna elements
in a uniform linear array (ULA), ar (φk,l ) and ar (φk,l ) can be
obtained as
1
ar (φk ) = √ [1 ejπ sin φk · · · ej(Nr −1)π sin φk ]T ∈ CNr ×1
Nr
1
at (θk ) = √ [1 ejπ sin θk · · · ej(Nt −1)π sin θk ]T ∈ CNt ×1 . (2)
Nt
In practical mmWave systems, full CSI is not viable
due to the lack of RF chains. In this paper, we consider
a beamsteering codebook based beamforming method as
in [15]. First, we define wk,i = ar (νk,i ) and fk,j =
at (µk,j ) where νk,i and µk,j indicate the i-th and j-th steering angle at the BS and the k-th user, respectively. Then,
the effective channel gain between the BS and the user k for
given RF beamforming vectors wk,i and fk,j is computed as
2

0k wk,i , fk,j = wH
k,i Hk fk,j .
Now, the best transmit and receive beam pair for the k-th
user can be determined as

{i?k , j?k } = argmax 0k wk,i , fk,j
{i,j}

s.t. i ∈ 8k , j ∈ 2k ,

(3)

where 8k = {1, 2, . . . , Mr } and 2k = {1, 2, . . . , Mt }
indicate the index codebooks for the steering
angles νk,i and µk,j , respectively.
After identifying the best beam pairs at the BS, the BS
selects the best user who has the largest channel gain by
comparing all K effective channel gains as


k ? = argmax 0k wk,i?k , fk,j?k ,
(4)
{k∈K}

where K is the total user set with |K| = K . In order to obtain
a good MU gain, all nodes should determine their optimal RF
beam pair correctly prior to the best user selection.
Meanwhile, when the RF beam training and the data transmission phases occur in a single coherence interval T , a relevant performance metric is the effective rate defined as
Reff =
VOLUME 6, 2018

T −τ
Ravg ,
T

(5)

the coherence time T in mmWave systems is much shorter
than conventional microwave systems, which indicates that
the beam training latency τ has more influence on the effective rate in (5) as we move to higher frequency bands. Thus,
to improve the system performance, it is required to minimize
the training overhead τ while maximizing the effective channel gain 0k . In the following section, we compare different
MU RF beam training methods and compute their effective
channel gains and training latencies.
III. MULTI-USER BEAM TRAINING METHODS

A straightforward way to solve problem (3) is an exhaustive search method which examines all transmit and receive
steering angles (or sectors) combinations as in [12]. This
full search requires Mt Mr time slots for training all transmit
and receive sector pairs. Although this full search scheme
guarantees the highest effective channel gain 0k,full , it may
not be efficient when we take the beam training latency into
consideration because of its huge RF beam training latency
τfull = Mt Mr .
One extreme way to reduce the beam training latency is
no sector selection (NSS) method, where the BS and each
user utilize one randomly selected beam with probability of
1
1
Mt and Mr , respectively. Thus, one training frame from the
BS is sufficient to estimate all the channel gains 0k,NSS ∀k,
and thus we have τNSS = 1.
Note that although the NSS has the shortest training overhead, its performance could be poor due to invalid beam
selection. To tackle these issues, the IEEE 802.11ad [11]
introduced a SDU sector sweep method that determines
a good sector pair with reduced training overhead in
SU scenarios. In this section, we highlight the limitations
of the SDU scheme on the MU mmWave channels, and
propose a new sector sweep method to overcome those
challenges.
A. CONVENTIONAL SEQUENTIAL DOWNLINK-UPLINK
SECTOR SWEEP METHOD

As shown in Figure 2 (a), the conventional SDU scheme
adopts two sequential sector-sweeps consisting of a downlink
transmit sector sweep (D-TxSS) and a uplink transmit sector
sweep (U-TxSS). First, during the D-TxSS, the BS broadcasts the training frames by changing its transmit sectors
sequentially and each user receives the training frames with
an ideal quasi-omni directional receiver womni = [1 0 · · · 0]T
which shows the same antenna array gain to all beam directions [16].1 This process requires Mt times slots. Then, the
k-th user chooses its best BS sector fk,SDU by comparing Mt
2
received signal strengths as max{j∈8} |wH
omni Hk fk,j | .
1 Although the quasi-omni directional beam w
omni cannot capture practical quasi-omni patterns where the antenna elements in steerable antenna
electromagnetically affect each other, the quasi-omni receiver is generally
used because it is mathematically ideal.
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Combining with the channel gains obtained in the first
D-TxSS phase, we can define a new selection metric Sk,i as
Sk,i =

FIGURE 2. Multi-user RF beam training processes. (a) SDU tranmit sector
sweep. (b) SDD transmit sector sweep.

Next, during the U-TxSS, each user transmits the training frame one by one and the BS receives them with
the quasi-omni mode combiner fomni = [1 0 · · · 0]T . In this
case, the BS can determine the k-th user’s best sector
H
2
wk,SDU with max{i∈2} |fH
omni Hk wk,i | . Unlike the D-TxSS,
the training process from K users requires KMr time slots.
Summing up both the D-TxSS and U-TxSS phases, the total
training overhead is equal to τSDU = KMr + Mt and the
corresponding effective channel gain becomes 0k,SDU =
2
|wH
k,SDU Hk fk,SDU | .
The SDU method may be efficient for systems with a
small K , such as SU mmWave systems. However, it may be
undesirable for a large K scenario as its training overhead
increases with K . Note that the overall training latency of the
SDU scheme becomes even larger than that of the full search
method when K ≥ Mt .
B. PROPOSED SEQUENTIAL DOWNLINK-DOWNLINK
SECTOR SWEEP METHOD

In this subsection, we propose a new RF beam training
method called SDD for MU mmWave scenarios. To overcome
a high training latency issue of the SDU in the previous
section, we adopt two successive D-TxSSs to determine the
best beam pairs. As depicted in Figure 2 (b), the first D-TxSS
phase is the same as the SDU, and thus the best BS sector for
the k-th user is simply obtained by fk,SDD = fk,SDU . The key
ingredient of our proposed method lies in the second D-TxSS
phase. During the second D-TxSS, the BS performs the sector
sweep again as in the first phase. In the i-th time slot, the BS
broadcasts a training frame through the i-th transmit sector
and each user receives the frame with the i-th directional
combiner instead of the quasi-omni mode receiver in the
first D-TxSS. By assuming that the BS selects Mr sectors
among Mt BS sectors in a numerical order for convenience,
the measured channel gain for the i-th transmit-receive sec2

tor pair is given by wH
k,i Hk fk,i for i = 1, 2, ..., Mr .
48128

wH
k,i Hk fk,i
wH
omni Hk fk,i

2

.

(6)

Based on the fact that the array gains of misaligned RF
beam pairs are non-zero with a moderate number of antenna
elements [17], [18], the k-th user can select its best RF sector
wk,SDD by determining argmax{wk,i } Sk,i . 2
As will be shown later, fk,i which is common to both the
denominator and numerator in (6) can be canceled out in
the asymptotic region, and thus Sk,i is mostly determined by
the i-th user’s sectors wk,i . Therefore, the selection criterion
in (6) is expected to show good performance regardless of
the choice of BS sectors fk,i during the second sector sweep
phase. The total beam training latency for the proposed SDD
scheme equals τSDD = Mt +Mr independent of the number of
users K , and the effective channel gain is given as 0k,SDD =
2
|wH
k,SDD Hk fk,SDD | . In the following section, we will prove
that the proposed scheme exhibits asymptotically identical
performance to the optimal full search scheme and outperforms all the existing schemes in terms of the effective rate
due to the reduced beam training latency.
IV. ASYMPTOTIC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the average rate Ralg of the
aforementioned beam training methods in order to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed technique. Unlike conventional microwave systems [13], it is generally difficult
to analyze the performance of mmWave systems, because
the mmWave
matrixin (1) involves several random
 channel

variables λk,l , φk,l , and θk,l whose combined distribution is unknown. To make our analysis tractable, we consider
two asymptotic scenarios, i.e., the case of a large number of
users (K → ∞) and a single dominant propagation path
λ
→ ∞). Our analysis enables us to characterize
(ηk , λk,1
k,2
the asymptotic average rate performance and quantify the
performance gain of the proposed scheme with respect to
other schemes.
A. SCENARIO WITH A LARGE NUMBER OF USERS

In this subsection, we consider an asymptotic scenario of
K → ∞ to investigate the average rate performance for
general multi-path environments. For simplicity, we assume
that K users experience the same large scale fading,
i.e., αk = α, ∀k. Here, we define a user subset Kalg ⊆ K
for alg ∈ {full, NSS, SDU, SDD} as

1
Kalg = k ∈ K : sin νk,alg − sin φk,l ≤
and
(K )

1
sin µk,alg − sin θk,l ≤
, ∀l ,
(K )
2 In this paper, we assume that the received signal strength of misaligned
beam pairs is greater than the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) level
of the k-th user. Thus, each user k can compute Sk,i without any deafness
problem [19].
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where νk,alg and µk,alg denote the steering angle of wk,alg and
fk,alg , respectively, and (K ) represents an arbitrary function
of K which satisfies the following four conditions3
1
→ 0,
K →∞ (K )
√
log K
lim
→ 0,
K →∞ (K )2
lim

K
→ ∞,
K →∞ (K )2Lk
)
K d(K
dK
lim
→ 0.
K →∞ (K )
lim

(7)

Then, we first show that the best user k ? = argmax{k∈K}
0k,alg who has the largest effective channel gain always
belongs to Kalg for a large K as proved in the following
lemma.
Lemma 1: As long as (K ) satisfies the four conditions (7), we have
k ? ∈ Kalg

(8)

as K goes to infinity.
Proof: Let us rephrase the k-th user channel gain 0k,alg
as
2

0k,alg = wH
k,alg Hk fk,alg

s
Lk
2

H
Nt Nr X
H
λk,l ar φk,l at θk,l
fk,alg
= wk,alg
Lk
l=1
s
2
L
k
Nt Nr X
alg alg
λk,l Wk,l Fk,l ,
(9)
=
Lk
l=1


H
alg
alg
where Wk,l , wH
fk,alg .
k,algar φk,l and Fk,l , at θk,l

alg
Since wk,alg is obtained as wk,alg = ar νk,alg , |Wk,l |
becomes
alg

|Wk,l | =

1
Nr

NX
r −1

(10)

alg

Note that |Wk,l | is bounded in [0, 1], and its maximum value
can be achieved only when sin νk,alg = sin φk,l . In a similar
alg
manner, |Fk,l | can be expressed as
π (sin θk,l −sin µk,alg )Nt
1 sin
2
=
,
Nt sin π (sin θk,l −sin µk,alg )
2

where the maximum value equals 1 when sin θk,l
sin µk,alg .

alg alg

|Wk,l Fk,l |
√
λk,l
l=1
Lk
alg alg 2
1 PL k
l=1 |Wk,l Fk,l | ).
Lk

where C = Nr Nt PBS /α/N0 and λk,6 =
alg alg

PL k

exp(j6 (Wk,l Fk,l )) with λk,6 ∼ CN (0,
Note that (12) comes from the asymptotic result E[log(1 +
max{k} |λk |2 )] = log(1 + σ 2 log K ) where λk is distributed as
λk ∼ CN (0, σ 2 ) [13], [20].
alg
alg
By plugging |Wk,l | = |Fk,l | = 1 with θk,l = µk,alg and
φk,l = νk,alg into (12), an upper-bound of Ravg,alg is written
as
Ravg,alg ≤ log2 (1 + C log K ).

(13)

This upper-bound can be achieved only when Lk paths are
perfectly aligned to the sector pair wk,alg and fk,alg . Thus,
we conclude that the optimal user who achieves (13) experiences a mmWave channel where all Lk paths behave like a
single path.
We now find an asymptotic lower-bound of Ravg,alg by
replacing the feasible user set K with Kalg as
Ravg,alg


Lk
2 
X
C
alg alg
≥ E log2 1 +
max
λk,l Wk,l Fk,l
Lk {k∈Kalg }
l=1


Lk
C X
alg alg 2
= log2 1 +
|Wk,l Fk,l | log |Kalg | .
Lk

(14)

(15)

alg

Note that both |Wk,l | and |Fk,l | are monotonically decreasing
functions of | sin νk,alg − sin φk,l | and | sin µk,alg − sin θk,l |
for 0 ≤ | sin νk,alg − sin φk,l | ≤ N2r and 0 ≤ | sin µk,alg −
sin θk,l | ≤ N2t , respectively [14]. In addition, by defini1
tion, users in Kalg satisfy | sin νk,alg − sin φk,l | ≤ (K
) and
1
| sin µk,alg − sin θk,l | ≤ (K ) .
Thus, by substituting | sin νk,alg − sin φk,l | = | sin µk,alg −
1
sin θk,l | = (K
) , Ravg,alg in (15) is further bounded by
Ravg,alg

πNt
πNr
Lk
sin 2(K
C X
) sin 2(K )
≥ log2 1 +
π
2
Lk
Nr Nt (sin 2(K
))

2


log |Kalg | (16)

l=1

(11)
=

3 These are sufficient conditions for the later derivations. Note that there
exist many candidates for (K ) which satisfy (7). One simple example is
(K ) = log K .
VOLUME 6, 2018

l=1

alg

n=0

=

alg
|Fk,l |

alg

l=1

ejπn(sin νk,alg −sin φk,l )

1 1 − ejπ (sin νk,alg −sin φk,l )Nr
Nr 1 − ejπ (sin νk,alg −sin φk,l )
π (sin νk,alg −sin φk,l )Nr
1 sin
2
=
.
Nr sin π (sin νk,alg −sin φk,l )
2

alg

Now, for given Wk,l and Fk,l , the asymptotic average rate
Ravg,alg can be calculated as



2
Ravg,alg = E log2 1 + C max λk,6
{k∈K}
!
L
k
C X alg alg 2
|Wk,l Fk,l | log K ,
(12)
= log2 1 +
Lk

= log2 (1 + C log |Kalg |)

(17)

where the proof of the last equality is described in
Appendix A.
Now, we show that the upper and lower bounds of
Ravg,alg are asymptotically tight. To this end, we compute
|Kalg | for a large K n
as follows. First, we define two oprobalg
1
abilities Pφ , Pr | sin νk,alg − sin φk,l | ≤ (K
) , ∀l and
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n
o
alg
1
Pθ , Pr sin µk,alg − sin θk,l ≤ (K
,
∀l
. Then, for a
)
sufficiently large K , the cardinality of Kalg becomes
alg alg

|Kalg | = Pφ Pθ K .
alg

(18)

alg

Since Pφ and Pθ have a similar form, we first focus on

alg
Pφ .

alg

Without loss of generality, Pφ can be rewritten as

alg

Pφ

=

=

=


= lim log2 

Mr
X

K →∞


1
Pr νk,alg = νk,m and | sin φk,l −sin νk,m | ≤ (K
) , ∀l

m=1
Mr
X
m=1
Mr
X

1
1−

)
2Lk K d(K
dK
(K )




(b)

= log2 (1) = 0,


alg
Pν,m Pr | sin φk,l − sin νk,m | ≤

1
(K ) , ∀l


alg
Pν,m Pr | sin φk,l − sin νk,m | ≤

Lk

1
(K )

,

m=1
alg

alg

where Pν,m is defined as Pν,m , Pr{νk,alg = νk,m sin φk,l ∈
1
1
[sin νk,m − (K
) , sin νk,m + (K ) ], ∀l} and the last equality
follows since φk,l are independent and identically distributed
random variables.
1
Denoting A = arcsin(sin νk,m − (K
=
) ) and B
1
arcsin(sin νk,m + (K ) ), sin φk,l on A ≤ φk,l ≤ B can be
approximated as a line with a slope cos(νk,m ) as 1/(K ) → 0,
which leads to the following approximation as
alg

Pφ ≈
=

Mr
X
m=1
Mr
X


L
alg
Pν,m Pr φk,m ∈ [A, B] k
alg
Pν,m



m=1

2
φcover cos νk,m (K )

Lk

.

In the same manner, we can show that
alg

Pθ ≈

Mt
X
m=1

alg

Pµ,m



2
θcover cos µk,m (K )

Lk

,

alg
Pµ,m

where
, Pr{µk,alg = µk,m | sin θk,l ∈ [sin µk,m −
1
1
,
sin
µ
+ (K
k,m
(K )
) ], ∀l}. Then, from (18), the cardinality
of Kalg becomes
Kalg ≈

βalg K
,
(K )2Lk

(19)

where βalg denotes the MU gain factor which is given as
Mt
Mr

Lk X

Lk
X
alg
alg
2
2
βalg= Pν,m φcover cos
Pµ,m θcover cos
νk,m
µk,m .
m=1

(20)

m=1

Finally, we prove that the upper and lower bounds of
Ravg,alg become equivalent to each other as K → ∞. Let us
define ζalg as the gap between these two bounds as

ζalg , log2 (1 + C log K ) − log2 1 + C log |Kalg | . (21)
48130

By plugging (19) into (21), it follows


1
+
C
log
K

lim ζalg = lim log2 
β K
K →∞
K →∞
1 + C log (Kalg)2Lk
!
(K )
(a)
= lim log2
)
K →∞
(K ) − 2Lk K d(K

dK

where (a) is due to l’Hospital’s rule and (b) holds by (7). Thus,
we can conclude that the optimal user k ? who achieves (13)
experiences the single-path like mmWave channel, which
implies that k ? always belongs to Kalg for a large K
scenario.
With the aid of Lemma 1, (12) is now rewritten without
loss of generality by


Lk
C X
alg alg
Ravg,alg = log2 1 +
|Wk,l Fk,l |2 log Kalg .
Lk

(22)

l=1

Based on the result, we can derive an explicit form of the
average rate Ravg,alg in the asymptotic region (K → ∞) as
shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 1: For a large K , Ravg,alg becomes

Ravg,alg = log2 1 + C log βalg K ,
where βalg is defined in (20).
Proof: See Appendix B.
From Proposition 1, we see that the average rate Ravg,alg
depends on the MU gain factor βalg . To compare the average
rate performance of different RF beam training schemes,
alg
alg
it is required to compute Pν,m and Pµ,m in βalg . In the following subsection, we consider another asymptotic scenario
(ηk → ∞) in order to compute the MU gain of the proposed
scheme.
B. SCENARIO WITH A SINGLE DOMINANT PATH

When the mmWave channel has a line-of-sight (LoS) component, the effect of non-LoS (NLoS) links is negligible
since the NLoS path gains are much smaller than that of the
LoS component [21]. In fact, this is often the case in the
practical mmWave systems, because the mmWave channel
shows a quasi-optical propagation behavior [22]. The following proposition shows that the proposed SDD method is
optimal in a single dominant path scenario.
Proposition 2: As ηk grows, the proposed SDD scheme
becomes identical to the full-search method.
Proof: In the SDD method, the k-th RF beamforming vector is obtained by fk,SDD = argmax{fk,i ∈F } 0D-TxSS,k,i
where F is the RF beamforming vector codebook at the
BS and 0D-TxSS,k,i indicates the channel gain between the
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i-th sector at the BS and the quasi-omni mode receiver at the
k-th user, which is given by

for m = 2, ..., Lk . Then, as ηk → ∞, it follows

0D-TxSS,k,i

wk,SDD = argmax

= wH
omni

s

Nt Nr
Lk

Lk
X

{wk,i ∈W }

2



λk,l ar (φk,l )at (θk,l )H fk,i

l=1
Lk
X

= ψ at (θk,1 )H fk,i +

2

{wk,i ∈W }

2

which is equivalent to

Ak,m at (θk,m )H fk,i ,

2

wk,full = argmax wH
k,i ar (θk,1 ) ,

with ψ = NLt Nk r |λk,1 wH
omni ar (φk,1 )| and Ak,m for m =
2, . . . , Lk denoting
Ak,m


!
H a (φ
a
(φ
)
)
λ
w
1 λk,m wH
r
k,m
r
k,m
k,m
omni
omni
exp j6
=
.
ηk λk,2 wH
λk,1 wH
omni ar (φk,1 )
omni ar (φk,1 )
It is easy to verify that Ak,m vanishes for m = 2, ..., Lk as
ηk increases. Thus, we can simply compute fk,SDD as
H
fk,SDD = argmax λk,1 wH
omni ar (φk,1 )at (θk,1 ) fk,i

2

{fk,i ∈F }

2

= argmax at (θk,1 )H fk,i ,

and thus the proof is completed.
From Proposition 2, we conclude that the proposed SDD
scheme has the same MU gain as the optimal fullsearch method, i.e., βSDD = βfull due to the fact that
full
SDD
full
PSDD
ν,m = Pν,m = 1 and Pµ,m = Pµ,m = 1 for a large K . This
implies that the proposed SDD achieves the same average rate
performance of the full search method with much reduced
beam training overhead. Hence, the proposed scheme may be
even more advantageous compared to the full search method
in terms of the effective rate. In the following subsection,
we evaluate the performance gain of the proposed scheme
over other RF beam training methods in Section III based on
the asymptotic analysis.
C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

where the equality (23) comes from the fact that
λk,1 wH
omni ar (φk,1 ) is a constant.
In the meantime, the RF beamforming vector of the optimal
full search method fk,full is attained by
H
fk,full = argmax λk,1 wH
k,full ar (φk,1 )at (θk,1 ) fk,i

2

(24)

{fk,i ∈F }

By combining the results in Proposition 1 and 2, the effective
rate gain γSDD/full of the proposed scheme versus the full
search method for a large K can be computed as
γSDD/full ,

Reff,SDD
=
Reff,full

= argmax at (θk,1 ) fk,i ,

(25)

{fk,i ∈F }

where (24) holds when ηk → ∞. From (23) and (25), we
conclude that the D-TxSS of both the SDD and SDU finds
the optimal transmit sector at the BS for a large ηk .
Now, we consider the process which determines the receive
combining vectors wk,i . To check that the SDD achieves the
maximum channel gain, we need to prove that wk,full and
wk,SDD = argmax{wk,i ∈W } Sk,i are asymptotically equivalent,
where W is the RF combining vector codebook.
Since womni has the same antenna gain for all directions,
√1
i.e., |wH
omni ar (φk,l )| = N for ∀l, we have
r

wk,SDD
2
PL k
H
wH
k,i ar (φk,1 ) +
m=2 Bk,m,i wk,i ar (φk,m )


= argmax
,
PL k
jωk,1 +
jωk,m
{wk,i ∈W }
√1
e
B
e
k,m,i
m=2
N
r

where ωk,l = 6 (wH
omni ar (φk,l )) and
H
1 λk,m at (θk,m ) fk,i
ηk λk,2 at (θk,1 )H fk,i


exp j6

λk,m at (θk,m )H fk,i
λk,1 at (θk,1 )H fk,i



T −τSDD
log2 (1 + C log (βSDD K ))
T
T −τfull
log2 (1 + C log (βfull K ))
T
T − Mt − Mr

(26)
T − Mt Mr
Mt Mr − Mt − Mr
= 1+
,
(27)
T − Mt Mr
where (26) holds due to the fact that βSDD = βfull . This
indicates that the SDD scheme achieves a higher effective
rate than the full search method when Mt + Mr ≤ Mt Mr .
For example, we have γSDD/full = 1.35 for Mt = Mr = 8 and
T = 200, which means a 35% effective rate gain over the full
search scheme.4
In a similar manner, the effective rate gain over the SDU
SDD
method can be determined as γSDD/SDU = TT −τ
−τSDU =
T −Mt −Mr
T −Mt −KMr . It is shown that the effective rate gain increases
with K . Another interesting observation is that when K is
1
sufficiently large, the NSS scheme has PNSS
ν,m = Mr and
1
NSS
Pµ,m = Mt , while the proposed SDD scheme guarantees
SDD
PSDD
ν,m = Pµ,m = 1, which leads to βSDD = Mr Mt βNSS .
=

2

H
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{wk,i ∈W }

(23)

{fk,i ∈F }

Bk,m,i =

√1 ejωk,1
Nr

= argmax wH
k,i ar (φk,1 ) ,

m=2

= Ak,m exp j6 Ak,m

2

wH
k,i ar (φk,1 )

4 In general mmWave systems, a practical value of T is quite short due to
a high carrier frequency. When user mobility equals 3 km/h, the coherence
time is computed as 1.074 ms [23]. According to IEEE 802.11ad [11] which
is designed to support 60 GHz communications, each time slot occupies
5 µs, which implies that the practical values of the coherence time is around
200 time slots.
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Thus to achieve the same average rate, the NSS scheme
requires Mr Mt times more users than the proposed scheme.
For these reasons, we can expect that the proposed scheme
is more efficient than other training schemes with a large K .
In the following section, we will demonstrate the validity of
our analysis through numerical simulations, and show that
our scheme performs well in practical mmWave systems even
with a moderate number of users.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we provide numerical results to compare
the performance of different MU beam training schemes.
Throughout the simulations, we set Nt = Nr = 16 with
the ULA at both the BS and the users, respectively. Also,
we make practical assumptions that the system bandwidth
and the noise figure equal 500 MHz and 7 dB, respectively,
with PBS = 30 dBm as in [24]. It is also assumed that both
the BS and the users have Mt = Mr = 8 sector candidates
which are evenly spaced in the coverage angles. The coverage
angles of both the BS and the users are set to be 180◦ , and φk,l
and θk,l follow independent uniform distributions within the
coverage angles. We employ the path loss model described in
the IEEE 802.11ad channel model [25] as α [dB] = 32.5 +
20 log10 fc + 20 log10 Dk where fc = 60 GHz denotes the
carrier frequency and Dk = 50 m is the distance between
the BS and user k.
In Figure 3, we first plot the receive sector selection probability with respect to ηk with Lk = 4. Here, we denote
SDD
PSDD
opt and P2nd as the probabilities that the proposed SDD
scheme chooses the best sector and the second best sector,
respectively. We observe that PSDD
opt approaches 1 as ηk grows,
while the probability that the NSS select the best receive sec-

tor equals M1r regardless of ηk , which verifies the optimality
of the proposed scheme in a single path scenario. It is also
interesting to see that the proposed scheme mostly chooses
at least the better than or equal to the second best sector.
Therefore, we can expect that the performance loss by the
inaccurate sector selection of the proposed scheme may be
marginal and can be compensated by the effective rate gain
that comes from the beam training latency reduction. We note
that the gain will be pronounced as the number of users
increases.
Figure 4 presents the average rate performance of various
schemes with respect to K . In this plot, we can see that all
RF beam selection methods except the NSS asymptotically
achieve the same average rate as K → ∞. In contrast,
the NSS scheme tends to converge very slowly due to no beam
selection. We also check from the figure that for K > 100,
the NSS scheme requires Mr Mt = 64 times more users
than other schemes to achieve the same level of the average
rate performance, and this matches well with our analysis in
Section IV-C.

FIGURE 4. Average rate performance with respect to K .

FIGURE 3. Probability comparison with respect to ηk . (a) K = 1 case.
(b) K = 5 case.
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Figure 5 illustrates the average rate performance Ravg with
respect to ηk for K = 1. As shown in Proposition 2, we
confirm that the performance of the proposed SDD scheme
approaches that of the full search scheme as ηk increases,
regardless of the number of propagation paths Lk .
So far, we have presented the average rate performance Ravg to check the validity of our analysis in Section IV.
In the following figures, we plot the effective rate performance Reff which takes the beam training overhead into
account to show the superiority of the proposed method.
In Figures 6 and 7, we set Lk = 4 and evaluate the effective
rate performance with respect to T for K = 5 and 15,
respectively. It is seen from both figures that the proposed
SDD scheme outperforms all other schemes. As K increases
from 5 to 15, the SDU experiences a significant performance
loss compared to the other schemes. This is because the beam
training latency of the SDU scheme linearly grows with K ,
VOLUME 6, 2018
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FIGURE 5. Average rate of various beam training methods with respect
to ηk for K = 1.

FIGURE 8. Effective rate performance with respect to K for
(Nt , Nr , Mt , Mr , T ) = (16, 16, 8, 8, 200).

FIGURE 6. Effective rate performance comparison with respect to T for
K = 5.

FIGURE 9. Effective rate performance with respect to K for
(Nt , Nr , Mt , Mr , T ) = (32, 16, 16, 8, 300).

FIGURE 7. Effective rate performance comparison with respect to T for
K = 15.

which leads to the effective rate loss. It is interesting to note
that even the NSS scheme shows better performance than the
full search and SDU methods when T is small and K is large.
VOLUME 6, 2018

In Figures 8 and 9, we compare the effective rate
performance of various schemes with respect to K for
(Nt , Nr , Mt , Mr , T ) = (16, 16, 8, 8, 200) and (32, 16, 16,
8, 300), respectively. Interestingly, it is observed in both
figures that the performance of the SDU increases with K
up to K = 3 and then it starts to decrease, while that of
other schemes increases gradually. This is due to the fact
that the beam training latency of the SDU scheme grows
with the number of users. Here, we point out that a performance gain of the SDD over the full search scheme shown
in Figure 8 and 9 is 34% and 59% at K = 20, respectively. Since the analytical performance gain γSDD/full for
the case of (Nt , Nr , Mt , Mr , T ) = (16, 16, 8, 8, 200) and
(32, 16, 16, 8, 300) is given by 1.35 and 1.60, respectively,
we can conclude that the our asymptotic analysis is valid
regardless of Nt and Mt even for a small K .
VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a new MU RF beam training
technique leveraging the SU RF beam selection method in
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IEEE 802.11ad standard and studied its behaviors for two
scenarios: the large number of users scenario (K → ∞) and
the single path scenario (ηk → ∞). We have shown that for
a large K system, the best user who has the highest effective
channel gain experiences a single-path like mmWave channel. Based on this observation, we have characterized the
average rate performance of various beam training schemes
in terms of the MU gain βalg . To this end, we have derived
asymptotic upper and lower bounds of Ravg,alg and shown that
these two bounds are asymptotically tight. Further, we have
verified that the full search and the proposed SDD schemes
achieve the same MU gain when there exists a single dominant path. Based on the observations in the asymptotic region,
we have derived the effective rate performance gain of the
proposed scheme over the full search and the conventional
SDU. In addition, we have shown that the MU gain of the
proposed scheme is Mr Mt times greater than that of the
NSS scheme. Finally, we have confirmed that the simulation
results agree well with the analysis in Section IV, and thus
we can conclude that the SDD scheme is a good option for
MU mmWave systems with a short coherence time. A further
extension to the case of multiple RF beams remains as future
works.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF (17)

!
Lk
A0 B0 2
C X
log2 1 +
log |Kalg |
Lk
C0 2
l=1


p
2
Lk
X
(1 + A1 )(1 + B1 ) log |Kalg |
C
,
= log2 1 +
Lk
C0 2
l=1

where


∞
X
(−1)j
πNr 2j
An =
,
(2j + 1)! 2(K )
j=n


∞
X
(−1)j
π Nt 2j
Bn =
,
(2j + 1)! 2(K )
j=n

and

2j
∞
X
(−1)j
π
.
(2j + 1)! 2(K )
j=n

p
Since
p (K ) satisfies (7), both A1 log |Kalg | and
B1 log |Kalg | converge to 0 and C0 goes to 1 as the number of
users K increases. Thus, (16) becomes log2 (1 + C log |Kalg |),
and the proof is completed.
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By substituting |Wk,l | = |Fk,l | = 1, ∀l, we derive an upperbound of (22) as
Ravg,alg ≤ log2 (1 + C log |Kalg |)


βalg K
.
= log2 1 + C log
(K )2Lk

(28)

Since limK →∞ (K ) → ∞ owing to (7), (28) can be further
bounded as



βalg K
≤ log2 1 + C log βalg K .
log2 1 + C log
2L
k
(K )
(29)
0 as the gap
Similar to the proof of Lemma 1, we define ζalg
between (29) and (16), which yields


1
+
C
log
β
K
alg
0
.
ζalg
, log2 
(30)
β K
1 + C log (Kalg)2Lk

One can easily show that (30) goes to zero as K grows, and

thus we can conclude that Ravg,alg = log2 1 + C log βalg K
for a large K .
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